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About Uma (Devi) Gopaldass
Uma Gopaldass is the founder of Leading Lotus LLC™, a decision advisory company with
a unique approach to leadership and organizational strategizing. She collaborates with
key educational institutions and corporations for its strategy services, addressing clients’
most complex, multi-faceted problems specifically in driving intelligent and unbiased
decision making.
Uma has more than 25 years of experience working for a broad range of international
corporations with a focus on large scale cost management, organization and people
mobilization, and decision making to strategy development.
Prior to launching Leading Lotus, Uma worked for Newmont Mining Corporation where
she designed and executed organizational re-structure to deliver sustainable savings
while improving people development metrics. Previous roles have included senior
management consulting for strategy in Accenture Limited, and strategic senior manager
for Middle East Asia region for Schlumberger Limited.
Uma holds a Bachelor of Business Administration from the National University of
Singapore. She is certified by Diversity Training University International (DTUI) as a
Program Director for Diversity and Inclusion strategies.
Uma has been inducted into the “VIP Woman of the Year Circle” for 2017 and 2018 by
the National Association of Professional Women for her excellence, leadership and
commitment to her profession, while encouraging the achievement of professional
women.
http://www.prweb.com/releases/napw/oilgasminingconsultingco/prweb14808416.htm
www.leadinglotus.com
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Our select experience

Throughout her career, Uma has helped clients and companies transcend and challenge their typical short term gains mentality to look
deep into long term growth. Here are some of her engagements.
Organizational Efficiency

Operating Efficiency

• Define the right operating model (i.e.
centralized, decentralized or hybrid)
• Establish core operational growth
through transactional and strategic
effectiveness (i.e. shared services,
offshoring, near shoring and
insourcing)
• Design optimum manufacturing
capabilities (Make vs Buy, Contract
Manufacturing, Plant capacity
decisions)
• Assess Tax Efficient Operating Model

Energy and Mining

Growth / Opportunity Development

• Effect supply chain effectiveness
• Assess working capital wastage
• Review strategic sourcing design (low
cost, near shore & supply source
management)

• To grow or to sustain strategies
(foreign vs near home markets)
• Organic vs inorganic growth
strategies
• Brownfield vs greenfield

• Optimize Sales & Operations planning

• Investment and equity sourcing

• Transition product developments
effectively

• Divestitures and demobilization
management

• Instill SG&A effectiveness

• Merger / Acquisition smooth
transition management

• Design optimal cost efficient
Information Technology

Financial and Business
Services

Consumer and
Packaged Goods

High Technology &
Telecommunications

Workforce productivity
• Transforming organizational
performance and efficiency
through workforce optimization
• Structure realistic Diversity and
Inclusion strategies to engage
whole workforce
• Assess workforce happiness to
engage, retain and attract
limited resources
• Innovation center deployment
• Resilient culture development

Non Profits / Mentoring
Program
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Our Assets and Tools

The Leading Lotus methodology and it’s tools are developed internally to perform clarity mapping tailored to the client’s needs.

Challenge and assess true requirements:

Our approach aligns requirements and decisions to the
organization’s true values and inherent resilience.

Harmonize data responsibly with intuition intelligently:
Our tools assess data framing biases and intuition based biases, to
reach a clear cognitive process in critical thinking.
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Check out our assessments

Click on our general assessments available on our website and below to understand the type of work we do. For clients, we conduct specialized
assessments and client engagement workshops specific to the the clients needs to achieve clarity of direction.

Requirements Assessments:

We conduct specialized assessments to understand the clients
needs and challenge their requirements to get to the root cause of
the decision that needs to happen.

Rational and Intuitive Assessments:

We conduct robust critical thinking assessments and workshops to
flush out cognitive defaults and data biases, to reach a truthful
direction for your business needs.
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Collaborations and Alliances

Leading Lotus has many connections with extraordinary talents and strategic leadership smarts. Here are some of which that we are proudly
affiliated with. In addition, Leading Lotus liaises with business schools in Colorado and Singapore for ground breaking thought leadership in
business strategies and decision making for the new generation.

NAPW is the nation’s leading networking
organization exclusively for professional women,
boasting more than 850,000 members, a thriving
eChapter and over 200 operating Local Chapters.
Leading Lotus founder is an inductee of NAWP’s
Woman of the Year Circle for 2017 and 2018.

Leading Lotus is a member of the Colorado
National Diversity Council. Organized in 2013, the
Colorado Diversity Council (CODC) is committed
to fostering a learning environment for
organizations to grow and leverage their
knowledge of diversity. The CODC is a great
opportunity for professionals, students and
organizations to learn diversity best practices from
the top corporate leaders.

Jen Joyce is a well known leadership and
transformational coach. She specializes in Personal
Mastery, Interpersonal Mastery and
Organizational Mastery for over 20 years. Leading
Lotus partners with Jen to provide exquisite
leadership coaching and organizational
transformation

Everwise is the first comprehensive learning platform
that moves beyond content to incorporate
collaborative and experiential learnings. It connects
employees with the people, resources and feedback
they need to be more productive and successful at
every stage of their career. Leading Lotus founder is a
Mentor on Everwise platform to support people
towards a successful leadership career.

DELA and parent company DTUI.com is a
freestanding corporate university that
provides state of the art human resource
management, employee engagement, and
cultural diversity solutions. Leading Lotus
partners with DELA to provide exclusive
trainings to Colorado

For 150 years, the Denver Metro Chamber of
Commerce has been working for business.
Leading Lotus is a proud Gold Member of the
chamber that supports local Colorado
businesses.
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